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I. Preface 

 

After some years of preparation, we have come ashore. Early in April 1987 

Professor Hermann-Josef Rupieper, as Acting Director, and Mr. Dieter H. 

Schneider, as Administrative Director, began setting up the German 

Historical Institute in Washington. In mid-April they were joined by Dr. 

Axel Frohn, and in May by Mrs. Christa Brown. They are our true pioneers 

in this beautiful part of the New World. We remain deeply grateful to them 

for their relentless efforts, for their imagination and energy in overcoming 

the initial obstacles inevitable in such a venture. 

In this premiere issue of our BULLETIN we wish to supply you with bits 

and pieces of vital information: first with the program for the official 

opening of the Institute in November, then with the proposals compiled thus 

far concerning the general program and activities of the German Historical 

Institute in the years to come, finally with the names and projects of our first 

scholarship recipients as well as with some biographical information on the 

members of our present staff. 

This is not the place to explain in detail the general role of the German 

Historical Institutes outside of Germany or the particular assignment of the 

new Washington Institute. What I should like to stress, however, is our 

sincere hope that we may prove helpful in many ways to historians both 

from the United States and Germany. It is our wish that each may learn from 

the other over the years ahead, and that the Institute can help facilitate this 

process. We thereby also hope to do our share in promoting a better and 

more deeply founded understanding between our two countries. 

What we need in the field of history are stimuli in order to overcome the 

conceptual barriers of a merely national outlook. In my view, only through 

knowledge of other nations' histories can this be achieved. What we need, 

therefore, is a continuing dialogue between scholars across the borders of 

nations, supplemented, of course, by a dialogue across the borders of 

disciplines. To achieve this goal it would appear especially important that 

specialists in American history become interested in European and German 

matters, and German specialists in American affairs. To master this task, we 

should be willing and equipped to engage ourselves in comparative studies. 

The newly established German Historical Institute in Washington is 

committed to international dialogue as well as to interdisciplinary and 

comparative studies. Within the context of our program, the BULLETIN is to 

provide information on a regular basis concerning the Institute's previous 

activities and future plans. We hope what we have compiled in this issue is 

of interest to you. We would be very 
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grateful for whatever suggestions you might have which would make our 

BULLETIN more constructive in the future. 

Please let us know if you would like to be put on our mailing-list. Also 

please feel free to send us the address of any historian who might be 

interested in receiving the BULLETIN. 

Starting a German Historical Institute in America in the year of the 200th 

anniversary of the American Constitution presents a challenge. And there are 

other dates that come to my mind. Seventy years ago, in 1917, the United 

States entered the First World War; forty years ago, in 1947, the Marshall 

Plan was proclaimed. No doubt in the history of German-American relations 

many such episodes exist, some encouraging, others painful. May our 

BULLETIN serve as a tool, however modest, in promoting research that 

concentrates on the common ground between our two nations yet does not 

ignore the differences that stresses the encouraging yet does not neglect the 

painful. It is in this spirit that we are sending this first issue of our 

BULLETIN to the community of historians both in the United States and in 

the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Washington, D. C: September 1987 Hartmut Lehmann


